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Chorologica ll  uncertaintie s in photo-interpretatio n 
J.A.M.J.A.M. Janssen 

Introductio n n 

Goingg from spectral and spatial characteristics on a remote sensing image to a vegetation 
mapp involves several steps, which have been described in chapter 3. The processing 
involvess identification and delineation of objects. During visual interpretation of aerial 
photographss both the boundaries (spatial or chorological characteristics) and the content 
(thematicc or topological characteristics) of an object are determined. The mapping of 
boundariess and the determination of the content of a spatial unit are carried out in an iterative 
process:: signalising a boundary requires the definition of the thematic content and vice 
versaa (figure 5.1). 

PRELIMINARYY PHOTO-INTERPRETATION 

Chorologica ll  classificatio n 

detectionn of land unit boundaries detection of land unit boundaries 
(top-downn approach) \ ^ (bottom-up approach) 

Thematicall photo-interpretation \ / . 

(2)) Assessment of the content of land units 

%% photo-elements assessed or global assessment of the content 

AA 1 
(3)) Legend construction / \ / 

neww legend unit added \ I 

existingg legend unit allocated to land unit 

1)) Classification of 
photo-elements s 

Figur ee 5.1. The relationship between the chorological and thematic interpretations in a preliminary 
photo-interpretation.. Note that the thematic and chorological photo-interpretation are 
stronglyy related. 

Boundariess between vegetation stands in the field (or between land units on a RS-image) 
aree sometimes clear, abrupt, hard, discrete or crisp and sometimes unclear, gradual, soft, 
continuouss or fuzzy. These types of transitions are known in vegetation science as limes 
convergensconvergens and limes divergens, respectively (van Leeuwen 1966; Westhoff 1974). They 
aree called ecotone and ecocline, respectively by van der Maarel (1976, 1990). Ecoclines are 
causedd by gradual differences in at least one major environmental factor on every location, 
butt stability of these gradients in time. This results in species-rich gradients, complex 
patternss and few vegetation stands with one or a few dominant species. Ecotones are 
causedd by strong, irregular fluctuations in environmental factors, leading to coarse-grained 
vegetationn patterns. Ecotones occur under relatively dynamic conditions and lead to 
species-poorr vegetation stands. 
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Thee way in which a transition may be represented by a discrete boundary is called the 
'crispness'' of a boundary. The crispness of a boundary is determined by the size of the 
differencee in characteristics on both sides of a boundary and the width over which a 
transitionn occurs (Bresters 1989). In a choropleth map transitions are always represented by 
crispp boundaries. The choropleth model is in fact only suitable for describing hard 
boundariess (Zonneveld 1974b; van Stokkom 1982). When mapping a gradual transition, 
uncertaintyy exists on the existence and location of a boundary; these are termed the 
existensionall  and the extensional uncertainty, respectively (Molenaar 1996). Because of 
thesee uncertainties the interpretation of boundaries in gradual transitions by different 
personss results in differences (Bresters 1989; Middelkoop 1990; van Til & Loedeman 1991). 
Aspectss that affect these chorological uncertainties are field characteristics (spatial 
complexityy and variation), image scale and quality, the knowledge, experience, skill and 
accuratenesss of the surveyors and the aim of the vegetation map. As with the classification 
off  vegetation relevés (see §4.3), the boundary uncertainty affects the results of a change 
analysis,, when comparing sequential maps. 

Inn digital image classification, chorological uncertainties occur because of a difference 
betweenn the spatial resolution of the image (pixel size) and the spatial resolution of ground 
elements.. The chorological uncertainty in digital images is reflected in the overall 
classificationn accuracy. Therefore, this uncertainty will be discussed with the thematic 
uncertaintiess in §6.3. 

Too reduce the problems of subjectivity in chorological interpretation, the Landscape 
Guidedd Method has been adapted. A method has been developed, in which boundaries of 
ann old map of the same area are used for the interpretation of new photographs, instead of 
independentlyy interpreting the photographs. This method is called the 'Previous Boundary 
Method'' (Janssen & van Gennip 1998). The 'Previous Boundary Method' has been used 
forr retrospective mapping by Kloosterman in Schmidt et al. (1997). 

InIn this chapter the following research questions are studied: 
 How do chorological uncertainties in processing of aerial photographs affect the results of 

aa vegetation change analysis? 
 Can chorological uncertainties be reduced by application of the Previous Boundary 

Method? ? 

AA test has been carried out to quantify the chorological uncertainties arising from 
independentt photo-interpretation by different surveyors. This test is discussed in §5.2. A 
secondd test has been carried out to compare chorological models resulting from the 
Landscapee Guided Method and the Previous Boundary Method. This test is discussed in 
§5.3. . 

5.2.. Metho d 

False-colourr photos at scale 1:5,000 of the salt marsh of the Wadden Sea island of 
Schiermonnikoogg from 1992 and of the Duursche Waarden, a flood plain area along the 
riverr IJssel, from 1991 have been interpreted by 6 experienced surveyors. First an 
interpretationn of main land units has been carried out, using a standard legend (table 5.1). 
Withinn one interpretation of main landscapes the surveyors interpreted sub land units. The 
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subb land units had not been defined a priori. The minimum land unit area was set on 0.25 x 
0.255 cm2 and no other guidelines for the interpretation of the boundaries were provided. 
InIn order to determine the resemblance between the different interpretations, the maps have 
beenn digitised, geo-referenced and combined by an overlay operation in a GIS (ARC-
INFO).. For each resulting polygon of the overlay operation the main land unit labels have 
beenn compared. The number of times that the same legend-label has been allocated to a 
polygonn is used as a measure for the similarity of the interpretations. 

Tablee 5.1. Main land units used in the chorological photo-interpretation tests 

Schiermonnikoogg Duursche Waarden 

saltt marsh water (vegetation) 
dunee grassland 

shrub/woodland d 

Thee Previous Boundary Method consists of the following adaptations, compared to the 
Landscapee Guided Method: 

 The boundaries of a previous map are geo-referenced to the new aerial photos and 
plottedd on a transparency; 

 The transparency with the previous boundaries is used for the photo-interpretation. If 
changess in the boundaries are signalised, the boundaries are adapted (within a defined 
uncertaintyy range). More detailed boundaries are only interpreted if these did not occur 
onn the old aerial photos. The latter guarantees a consistent detail level in the 
chorologicall  interpretation. 

Thee method has been described in detail by Janssen & van Gennip (1998) and van Gennip 
&&  Jorritsma (1999). 
Thee Previous Boundary Method has been compared to independent mapping according to 
thee Landscape Guided Method for a fresh marsh area in the north west of Ameland, called 
thee Lange Duinen and for the salt marsh the Hon. The Lange Duinen-study has been 
describedd in detail by Janssen et al. (1998). The study of the Hon is discussed in detail later 
onn in chapter 9. 

5.3.. Result s & discussio n 

5.3.1.. Chorologica l photo-interpretatio n 

Thee results for the mapping of main land units of the Duursche Waarden are shown in 
figuree 5.2 (pg 227). In a pair wise comparison of the six interpretations, the mean 
percentagee area with the same land unit label was 95.3%. The lowest similarity between 
twoo maps was 94.2%. The interpreted maps of the sub land unit 'grassland' are shown in 
figuree 5.3 (pg 227). The results of the 'water(vegetation)' and 'shrubs/woodland' are not 
presented,, as they added littl e information. 
Thee results of the main land unit mapping of Schiermonnikoog are shown in figure 5.4 (pg 
228).. The similarity between the different interpretations is shown in a fuzzy image of the 
sixx interpretations (figure 5.5, pg 228). A pair wise comparison of the six interpretations 
revealedd a mean similar area of 81.6% and a minimum similar area of 61.2%. The 
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interpretedd maps of the sub land units 'dune' and 'salt marsh' are shown in figure 5.6 and 
5.77 (pg 229), respectively. 

Itt is assumed that differences due to digitising and geometric transformation are negligible, 
comparedd to the interpretation differences. The interpretation of main land units of the 
Duurschee Waarden is rather similar for all six surveyors (figure 5.2, pg 227). The 
distinguishedd vegetation structure units apparently can be delineated rather consistently on 
thee aerial photographs. The main differences in the interpretation of main land units of the 
Duurschee Waarden occurred in areas where small homogeneous units form complex spatial 
patterns.. These complex patterns have been interpreted in two different ways: bottom-up or 
top-down.. In the bottom-up approach as homogeneous as possible land units are mapped. 
InIn a top-down approach larger units with a complex content are mapped, which are 
relativelyy homogeneous compared to the surrounding units. In the northernmost situated 
landd units 'shrubs/woodland' (figure 5.2) interpretation A, B, C and F are examples of a 
bottom-upp approach and interpretation E is an example of a top-down approach. 
Thee bottom-up approach is an aggregative way of (chorological) classification, the top-
down-approachh a segregative way. The different approaches arise from a different way of 
lookingg at the landscape: in the bottom-up approach one searches for homogeneous clusters 
off  photo-elements (element mapping), in the top-down approach one searches for relatively 
homogeneouss areas compared to the surroundings (area mapping) (figure 5.8). In table 5.2 
differencess between both approaches are given. The one which is the best approach 
dependss on the aim of a map, the time constraints, the scale and the kind of area. 

top-down top-down 

\ \ f f 

/ / \ \ 

bouom-up bouom-up 

Thcmaticall classification 

A A 

A A 

.dU U 
\ \ 
Alb b 

A2 2 

A2a a 

A2all lA2aII 

A2b b 

A2bl l A2MI I 

dd Photo-interoretation h 
11 9 

Choroloeicall classification 

B B 

** ftl 
Blaa [ Bib 

B2 2 

B2a a 

B2all lB2aII 

B2b b 

B2bll B2bII 

Figuree 5.8. Top-down and bottom-up approaches of photo-interpretation. The top-down approach 
startss with delineation of small homogeneous land units, while the top-down approach 
startss with delineation of large main land units. Both methods may result in different 
mapss (see text). 

Tabl ee 5.2. Theoretical differences between the top-down and bottom-up approaches of photo inter-
pretation n 

Top-dow nn / 
Areaa approac h 

Bottom-u pp / 
Elemen tt  approac h 

** synthetic approach 

** segregative 

** mapping of landscape ecological units 

** leads to complex legend units 

** leads to less land units 

** smaller time constraint 

** analytical approach 

** aggregative 

** mapping of vegetation units 

** leads to homogeneous legend units 

** leads to more land units 

** larger time constraint 
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AA second cause of different interpretations are the gradual changes between thematic units. 
Thee clearest example is the transition area between 'dune' and 'salt marsh' in the 
Schiermonnikoogg case, which led to large differences between different surveyors (figure 
5.4,, pg 228). In figure 5.4 the existence of gradual transitions is related to the definition of 
thematicc units. The thematic units 'dune' and 'salt marsh' are not clearly enough defined 
(inn terms of photo characteristics) to interpret boundaries consistently. Figure 5.5 (pg 228) 
showss that the 'disagreement zone' occupies about 1/3 of the mapped area. In figure 5.3 
(pgg 227) the boundary between the northern and the southern part of the large, green 
colouredd region on the north side of the area is obviously very gradual, leading to different 
interpretations.. For the Schiermonnikoog case some differences in boundaries in the main 
landd units disappear when interpreting the sub units. Apparently some boundaries are rather 
crisp,, and there's just confusion between the allocation of chorological units to legend 
units. . 
InIn fact for mapping of gradual transitions a choropleth model is not suitable. A fuzzy 
approachh may be applied to handle the gradual transitions. Examples of a fuzzy approach 
forr photo-interpretation are based on multiple mapping of the same area by different people 
(e.g.. figure 5.5, pg 228; Middelkoop 1990) or on interpolation methods (Zhang & Kirby 
1997).. However, multiple mapping of the same area is not a method that can be used in an 
operationall  way for vegetation mapping as it is too time consuming. The interpolation 
methodd has only been used in an experimental context. It's validity for vegetation 
monitoringg in an operational context has to be studied. 
AA third type of differences in the chorological interpretation are differences in detail level. 
Forr example in figure 5.3 (pg 227) in interpretation A, B and C thee water side in the north 
(aa kind of stone defence) has been mapped as a small bare zone with a broader zone 
coveredd with vegetation behind. In interpretation E both zones have been mapped together. 
Interpreterss D and F only distinguished the small water side. In figure 5.6 (pg 229) dune 
shrubb (with relative crisp boundaries) has been mapped in more detail in interpretation A, C 
andd F than in the other interpretations. Variation in detail level may be caused by different 
handlingg of the smallest mapping unit, a difference in distinguished photo-elements or by 
graduall  transitions. It appeared that in the grassland, smaller units have been mapped than 
inn the water(vegetation) and shrubs/woodland. There was also variation in the smallest 
mappedd unit among the different surveyors. 
Thee interpretations of the salt-marsh sub-units show many differences (figure 5.7, pg 229), 
whichh are probably caused by a combination of differences in distinguished photo-
elements,, spatial complexes and gradual transitions. 

5.3.2.. The Previous  Boundar y Metho d 

Figuree 5.9 (pg 230) contains the results of the chorological interpretation according to the 
Landscapee Guided Method and according to the Previous Boundary Method. Figure 5.9 
showss interpretations of the Lange Duinen in 1997 (green), independently interpreted 
boundariess in 1993 (red, A) and an interpretation from 1993 using the 1997-boundaries as 
previouss boundaries (red, B). For the Hon the boundaries from 1993 are indicated in green. 
Thesee are overlaid with independently interpreted boundaries from 1997 (red, C) and 
boundariess according to the PBM (red, D). 
Fromm figure 5.9 (pg 230) it appears that the number of coincident boundaries are much 
higherr in the maps made according to the Previous Boundary Method (B) than in the 
independentt maps (A). This reduces the effect of subjective boundary interpretation on 
changee analysis results. In a change analysis with vegetation maps based on the Previous 
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Boundaryy Method uncertainties due to a difference in mapping approach, detail level or 
subjectivee interpretation of gradual transitions in photo-elements are minimised. This leads 
too a lower number of unreliable vegetation changes as is shown in chapter 7 (figure 7.2). 
Comparedd to the Landscape Guided Method, in the Previous Boundary Method the 
decisionss on whether and where a boundary exists is changed into decisions whether a 
boundaryy has changed or not. The possible decisions depend on the kind of boundary that 
iss under examination. This is illustrated in figure 5.10. 
AA disadvantage of the Previous Boundary Method is that the boundaries result from two 
differentt sources. Some are based on previous boundaries and some are newly interpreted 
boundaries.. The geometric accuracy of the new boundaries is lower than of the previous 
ones,, as an extra uncertainty results form fitting the new boundaries within the geometric 
framee of the previous ones. Therefore, the Previous Boundary Method provides a 
choroplethh model that is inconsistent in the way it has been constructed. However, it 
providess a better model for change analysis than independent mapping. 
AA second disadvantage is that small changes are not analysed by the Previous Boundary 
Method.. A threshold has to be defined, below which a boundary has not changed. Only if a 
changee passes the threshold it wil ll  be identified. 

—-- Crisp boundary — ^ Change boundary 

Yes s 

tt . Graduall  transitiê  - ^ Unchanged transition - ^ Use previous 
boundary y 

Boundaryy "^Changed transition 

changedd ^A 

;

Interpretation n 

whatt kind of vegetation/landscape? 

MM probably change boundary 

 ^ 

Usee previous boundary 

Figuree 5.10. Decisions during photo-interpretation using previous boundaries 
5.4.. Conclusion s 

Thee subjectivity in interpretation of chorological boundaries is one of the main 
uncertaintiess in monitoring by sequential mapping based on photo-interpretation. It causes 
differencess between sequential maps that are not related to real vegetation changes. In the 
test,, subjectivity in interpretation led on average to 81.6% and 95.3% similarity in 
interpretationn of main land units on Schiermonnikoog and the Duursche Waarden, 
respectively.. In a pair wise comparison of maps, the minimum similarity was 61.2%. 

Differencess in boundary interpretations between surveyors are caused by: 
 gradual transitions; 
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 differences in classification of photo-elements; 
 a different and inconsistent mapping approach (bottom-up or top-down) in spatial 

complexess of clearly distinguishable elements; 
 a difference in handled spatial detail level (smallest mapped unit). 

Areaa specific aspects and surveyor expertise and accurateness affect the size of differences 
inn interpretations among different surveyors. 
Throughoutt the tests, vegetation structure units have been interpreted in a relatively 
consistentt manner. The landscape units 'dune' and 'salt marsh' have been interpreted very 
differently,, due to large transitional areas. In general, the occurrence of gradual transitions 
andd complex situations determine to what extent thematic units wil l be mapped 
consistently.. Both aspects are area specific. Boundaries on a higher hierarchical level in a 
legendd are not necessarily crisper than boundaries on a lower hierarchical level. 

Thee chorological uncertainties are reduced by application of the Previous Boundary 
Methodd for sequential mapping of the same area. By using mis method, changes in 
vegetationn pattern can be detected more reliably than by independent mapping. 
Thee following procedure is recommended for vegetation mapping in a monitoring 
programme: : 

 The first map is made as consistently as possible in terms of mapping method (top-
downn or bottom-up) and detail level; 

 The sequential maps are made according to the Previous Boundary Method. 
AA disadvantage of the Previous Boundary Method is that it results in a chorological model 
thatt is inconsistent in the way its boundaries are derived (partly from previous boundaries 
andd partly from photo-interpretation) and that small changes in boundaries are not 
identified.. Furthermore, the geometric accuracy of the 'new' boundaries in a PBM based 
mapp is lower than of the 'previous' boundaries. 
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